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WEB 2.0 ACCOUNTING

The modern
finance department
is very different
from that which has
gone before. It
exists to add value
and support to
businesses; to
provide information
to aid effective
investment and
effective corporate
governance; to
monitor, analyse
and influence best
practice
management.
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Keep
up with the pace of change
Constant evolution of Aqilla provides functionality that make business better
By Colin Christianson

Since the detailed review of the
new advanced financial
reporting reporting in Aqilla last
September, the product has
benefited from a number of
releases under the company’s
continuous ‘agile’ development
program. In this edition we’re
going to focus on a whole range
of improvements released at
regular intervals and which are
available now for all users there’s no waiting around for
some mythical or delayed future
annual release with Aqilla!

type without navigating back to
the summary view; additionally
the document action options are
now available from right inside
the detail view enabling
documents to be Released,
Posted, and Posted Rough in
situ.

Post documents from
document enquiries

Looking for something? Found
it? Now what? The document
enquiry functions have been
enhanced to allow a user to
select a group of documents and
First up in Documents, a whole
post them with one single action.
range of features have been
introduced to make things easier This is particularly useful when a
for the user. Not only is there an user wishes to bulk post
documents that have been
option in the document entry
view that enables the user to start previously rough posted.
a new document of the same
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Making it all add up
A new facility has been added to
the purchase invoice detail view
which allows the user to elect
whether the system checks that
the total value of the lines
entered on a purchase invoice
match the value being invoiced
on a mandatory basis prior to
release.
Additionally the entry of
expense types requiring VAT has
been simplified. The user now
enters the Net amount and the
system will calculate the VAT
amount automatically. The VAT
amount may be overwritten, if
necessary, with a new value or if
an erroneous entry has been
made, recalculated.
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VAT entered through an Expense document can
now be automatically included in the VAT
reports. The accounts linked to the Person must
be defined as Creditor accounts.

Print Purchase Orders

....and email to multiple recipients
As well sales invoices Aqilla users have the
choice of either printing and / or emailing
Purchase Order documents. This option works
identically to Sales Invoice printing except that it
requires the setting of the new Purchase
Recipient email field in Supplier details to be
able to email the purchase order to the supplier
directly from Aqilla. When setting up email
addresses for recipients of Sales Invoices (in
Customers), Purchase Orders (in Suppliers),
Debtor Statements (in Debtor accounts) and
Creditor Remittances (Creditor accounts), it is
now possible to specify multiple recipients by
separating the email addresses by semicolons.

Payments
A number of enhancements have been made to
the processing of payments to help minimise errors
when making the payment selections. An extra
option on the State selection allows all transactions
to be considered irrespective of the “Withhold/
Force Payment” state settings and Payment Date
checking enhanced to ensure the right choices are
made when at the right time. An additional
payments file option has been added to support the
Barclays Bank “Sage” format.

Aqilla now supports indocument release, promotion,
approvals. Additionally orders &
invoices can be printed or
emailed at will.

The format can be selected by using the Payments
Export Format option within the Company
Information function. Two new payment methods
have been added to the Payments process –
“Direct Debit” and “Single Direct Debit”. These
new payment methods provide another method of
grouping accounts into separate payment runs and
like the other payment methods, the system will
create separate payment transactions into the bank
account for each account being paid if “Direct
Debit” is used or a single payment if “Single
Direct Debit” is used.

“We were using Sage 100 and
needed to upgrade to a cloudbased system, and Aqilla has
proved an ideal replacement. We
find it much more user friendly,
and we have received great
support. Aqilla were very good at
communicating with us, and the
transition itself went very
smoothly, with any issues
resolved quickly and efficiently.”
John Winfield, WBX 2010
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It’s not like splitting the atom
Choosing what transactions to pay made easy!
A new split option has been added to the
Transaction Status function. If you wish to split a
transaction, just check the line to be split and select
the new Split button, enter amount to be split (or
currency value) and the transaction is re-displayed
as two lines with the remaining value marked
selected.

Departments and approvals
Departments are used by Aqilla to control the
workflow permission for documents. These
normally apply to Expense and Timesheet
documents but may also be applied to other
document types. It is now possible to define
Departments in a hierarchy so that, for
authorisation purposes, permissions can be
granted for people in a higher level department to
be able to approve documents owned by people in
lower level departments. For instance a
“Managers” department could be defined as a
higher level to the operational departments.
Generally speaking a person with a higher
Seniority can approve a document owned by a
person with a lower seniority. Permissions can also
be set so that people with the same seniority can
approve each other’s documents (but usually not
their own).

Financial Reports
New Break Out options allow the user to specify
whether they wish to see in the list of break outs
when there are no transactions to report. For
instance, if you have defined a Profit & Loss report
to be broken out by Profit Centre you can choose
to display the report for all Profit Centres,
irrespective of whether there have been any
transactions selected in the report or just those
Profit Centres that have transactions. The
definition of Column Types in Report Profiles has
been simplified but made more flexible. A new
Column Type has been added (Period Spread
Forward) to complement the existing Period
Spread column type (now called Period Spread
Backward). In combination these two columns can
typically be used to report on the Main ledger for
all periods up to the period being reported and for
the remaining periods, to the end of year, to report
on budgets. Additionally the layout of the Excel
reports exported from the Financial Reports have
been improved to set the column widths more
accurately, thus making the reports more readable
without having to reformat the columns within
Excel. Within the Configuration of Financial
Reports, it is now possible to copy a whole report
definition. This is particularly useful if you wish to
create similar reports. Once the copy has been
made, you may edit the details of the new report
as required.
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Excel Add-in just got even better
Two way integration with finance

The Aqilla Microsoft Excel Add-in enables the
user to very simply analyse live data, update
reference data or import transactional data from
an Excel worksheet. The latest version supports
two new document types Purchase Invoices and
the Service Sales Invoice. New functionality
enables bulk uploading of documents from
within Excel or out of third party systems as well
as extending the existing support of
Miscellaneous and Sales Invoice (Products)
document types
Previously, text fields that contained just
numbers would be interpreted as numbers by
Excel and any leading zeroes would be removed.
In particular, bank sort codes and account codes
could be unintentionally modified by Excel. The
add-in now forces Excel to treat these fields as
text. The add-in also now supports posting
documents to secondary ledgers / value
dimensions, such as budget and forecast ledgers
using the Miscellaneous type document. Note
that Budget documents are handled in a
different way and are unaffected by this change.
The software needed to install the Excel Add-in
can be downloaded from the Integration product
section on the Aqilla website. Users should
contact Aqilla support for details of the user
name and password.

Social Media (Twitter et al) in business
A recent 2011 study by the IBM Institute for
Business Value on the relative reasons why
consumers and businesses use social media
services provides some interesting results.
Businesses appear to think that the most
important reasons consumers follow them via
Twitter , LinkedIn and Facebook is that they want
to learn about new products, obtain general
information, submit opinions and gain access to
exclusive information.
However all four of these effects are trumped in
the mind of the consumer - 61% do in order to
avail themselves of discounts or competitive offers
and 55% just to effect a purchase.

Businesses ranked such motivation in the bottom
two (out of 12). Surely someone is missing out..??

For more information visit
www.aqilla.com
..or call +44 (0)20-7098-9881

At Aqilla we have been successfully using social
media to communicate more effectively with staff,
partners, prospects and customers. In fact in the
last twelve months virtually every meeting we have
had involves some conversation as to the benefits
of reaching out to your clients using such modern
media. You can read a good analysis of the
research by Dennis Howlett of ZDNet over at
http://zd.net/gbV0Cw.
In summary, we would definitely and most strongly
recommend that all organisations take a good long
look at what these services have to offer and how
they can be turned to their advantage. If you don’t
where to start just ask us and we can put you in
touch with someone who does.
You can keep up to date with all the latest
news from Aqilla on Twitter by following

@_Aqilla_
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